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1

INTRODUCTION

Officials and pundits have emphasized the effectiveness of employing airstrikes to target
leaders and experts in al-Qaeda (henceforth AQ). Supporters of the U.S. drone program have noted
that alternative policies for capturing or killing leaders in AQ are inefficient or unrealistic given
the constraints of the operational environment.1 Airstrike advocates argue that airstrikes offer
a cost-efficient way to combat terrorism. Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (henceforth AQAP)
was AQ’s most capable affiliate, because of its attacks on the United States and its allies and had
one of the most productive propaganda wings in the AQ network.2 By some estimates, AQAP has
between 4,000 and 5,000 members in Yemen. The number of airstrikes has quadrupled under the
Trump administration despite decreases in annual AQAP initiated attacks since 2013.3 The
bureaucratic capacity and size of the organization suggest that AQAP should be resilient to being
targeted by U.S. airstrikes.4 However, we must ask if US airstrikes have been effective at
reducing AQAP initiated attacks in Yemen?
Members of the policy community frequently disagree over the effectiveness of airstrikes
as a counterterrorism tool (henceforth CT) and little consensus in the academic community about

Daniel L. Byman, “Why Drones Work: The Case for Washington’s Weapon of Choice,” Brookings Institution,
2013, https://www.brookings.edu/articles/why-drones-work-the-case-for-washingtons-weapon-of-choice/.Madiha
Afzal, “Drone Strikes and Anti-Americanism in Pakistan,” Brookings Institution, 2013,
https://www.brookings.edu/opinions/drone-strikes-and-anti-americanism-in-pakistan/.
2
Council on Foreign Relations, “Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula,” 2015, https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/alqaeda-arabian-peninsula-aqap.
3
Sudarsan Raghavan, “Still Fighting Al-Qaeda,” July 6, 2018,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/world/wp/2018/07/06/feature/as-a-u-s-shadow-war-intensifies-in-yemen-alqaeda-is-down-but-not-out/?utm_term=.4a0128b27795; National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and
responses to Terrorism (START), “Global Terrorism Database[Data File],” 2018, https://www.start.umd.edu/gtd.
4
Jenna Jordan, “When Heads Roll: Assessing the Effectiveness of Leadership Decapitation,” Security Studies 18,
no. 4 (2009): 719–55, https://doi.org/10.1080/09636410903369068; Austin Long, “Whack-a-Mole or Coup de
Grace? Institutionalization and Leadership Targeting in Iraq and Afghanistan,” Security Studies 23, no. 3 (July 3,
2014): 471–512, https://doi.org/10.1080/09636412.2014.935229.
1
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whether killing non-combatants produces a backlash against the offending actor.5 While US
airstrikes have killed important leaders in AQAP, they do not resemble the civilian centric
approaches advocated by former US officials and the Department of Defense’s (henceforth D.O.D)
best counter-insurgency practices (henceforth COIN).6 However, some previous studies have
found that US airstrikes reduce terrorist attacks in the immediate aftermath of an airstrike and over
the lifetime of the US air campaign, despite civilian casualties.7 Findings from Pakistan suggest
that US airstrike are not responsible for massive influxes of recruits from communities affected by
airstrikes.8
The literature on the effects of violence in civil war has exploded in recent years. 9
However, there is still a lack of systemic analysis of the effects of airpower on conflict dynamics.10
The literature provides some insight into the utility of coercive airpower. 11 Understanding how
airstrikes affect the subsequent behavior of terrorist groups is not only a critical policy concern but
contributes to the debate on how the state’s strategies affect the insurgent group’s behavior. The
literature emphasizes the role that information sharing by civilians affects the strategies that

Audrey Kurth Cronin, “Why Drones Fail When Tactics Drive Strategy,” Foreign Affairs, 2013,
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/somalia/2013-06-11/why-drones-fail; Byman, “Why Drones Work: The
Case for Washington’s Weapon of Choice.”
6
David J. Kilcullen, The Accidental Guerilla: Fighting Small Wars in the Midst of a Big One (Oxford, UK: Oxford
University Press, 2009); Army Field Manual and Combined Arms Operations, “Army Field Manual Combined
Arms Operations Part 10 Counter Insurgency ( Strategic and Operational Guidelines )” 1, no. 1 (2001).
7
Patrick B. Johnston and Anoop K. Sarbahi, “The Impact of Us Drone Strikes on Terrorism in Pakistan,”
International Studies Quarterly 60, no. 2 (2016): 203–19, https://doi.org/10.1093/isq/sqv004; Asfandyar Mir and
Dylan Moore, “Drones , Surveillance , and Violence : Theory and Evidence from a US Drone Program,” 2018,
https://www.asfandyarmir.com/uploads/9/7/3/0/97303082/cteff_mir_moore.pdf.
8
Aqil Shah, “Do U.S. Drone Strikes Cause Blowback ?: Evidence from Do U.S. Drone Strikes Cause Blowback?,”
International Security 42, no. 4 (2018): 47–84, https://doi.org/10.1162/isec_a_00312; John Horgan, The Psychology
of Terrorism, Revised an (New York City, New York: Routledge, 2014).
9
Stathis N Kalyvas, “Micro-Level Studies of Violence in Civil War: Refining and Extending the ControlCollaboration Model,” Terrorism and Political Violence 24, no. 4 (September 1, 2012): 658–68,
https://doi.org/10.1080/09546553.2012.701986.
10
Johnston and Sarbahi, “The Impact of Us Drone Strikes on Terrorism in Pakistan.”
11
Robert A. Pape, Bombing to Win: Air Power and Coercion in War (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1996);
Dan Horowitz, Michael C., Reiter, “When Does Aerial Bombing Work” 45, no. 2 (2001): 147–73,
https://doi.org/https://doi-org.ezproxy.gsu.edu/10.1177/0022002701045002001.
5
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incumbents and the insurgents use. While tips from civilians are an important source of
information, the US can substitute human intelligence (henceforth HUMINT) for signals
intelligence (henceforth SIGINT) or imagery intelligence (henceforth IMINT) to build a profile of
a target.12 I will discuss this more in the sections below. US counter-terrorism policy (henceforth
CT) has, amongst other goals, tried to degrade AQ and its affiliates by targeting its leadership and
members with technical expertise.13
In this paper, I test the effects of airstrike on AQAP violence and then I test whether
civilians killed by US airstrikes affect the number of AQAP attacks.14 In line with Mir, I argue that
the U.S. technological and bureaucratic sophistication allows the U.S. to gather a variety of
information to overcome the identification problem and target members of AQAP. The ability to
quickly exploit intelligence disrupts plots in the planning stage, force adjustments to logistics, and
compromises the AQAP’s ability to train and recruit. Despite U.S. intelligence capabilities civilian
casualties do occur.15 In instances where the U.S. fails to overcome the identification problem, and
a civilian casualty occurs, I argue that civilian casualties do not have an effect on AQAP violence.
Because airstrikes target members of AQAP civilians understand what behavior will be punished
with violence. The community can then make the decision to punish the group or other members
of the community for compromising their physical safety.16

12

Sometimes referred to as Baseball Cards by Joint Special Operations Command (henceforth JSOC)
Trump Administration, “National Strategy for Counterterrorism of the United States of America,” 2018,
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/president-donald-j-trump-protecting-america-terrorism/; Obama
Administration, “National Strategy For Counterterrorism,” 2011,
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/default/files/counterterrorism_strategy.pdf.
14
The long-term effectiveness of US airstrikes reducing AQAP terrorist attacks is outside the scope of this study.
15
Jack Serle and Jessica Purkiss, “Drone Wars: The Full Data,” The Bureau of Investigative Journalism, 2017,
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/stories/2017-01-01/drone-wars-the-full-data.
16
Asfandyar Mir, “What Explains Counterterrorism Effectiveness? Evidence from the U.S. Drone War in Pakistan,”
International Security 43, no. 2 (November 1, 2018): 45–83, https://doi.org/10.1162/isec_a_00331.
13
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Using ACLED data from 2016-2019 I estimate a series of negative binomial regressions to
test the effects of US airstrikes on AQAP violence. I first assess the effect of airstrikes generally
and find that airstrikes are effective at reducing AQAP attacks. I then disaggregate my airstrike
variable to test the independent effects of militant casaulities, leadership casualities, and civilian
casualties on AQAP violence. By disaggregating my airstrike variable, I can assess the effects
overcoming the identification problem and not overcoming the identification. I find that AQAP
attacks are not affected by civilian casualties while militant casualties have reduced AQAP attacks.
This thesis proceeds as follows. The next section gives a concise history of AQAP. The
next section reviews how the US uses different types of information to build its list of targets and
determine locations of those individuals. Drawing from the literature of civilian agency in conflict,
the identification problem, and strategic violence. I discuss the local incentives present when actors
use violence against the community. In the third section, I will lay my empirical strategy and
dataset, and I will discuss my results and present the interpretations of my findings. I conclude
with the implications of my findings and future areas of research.
2

BACKGROUND

In this section, I will start by introducing the history of AQAP and the US’s efforts to
counter AQAP. I will also outline how the US government conceptualizes its application of
information and technology in its drone program and practical constraints to the ideal use of a
drone.
2.1

History of AQAP
AQAP has been an essential part of the AQ network for the last decade. AQAP has

provided consultation to other AQ affiliates, held territory in Yemen, and been responsible for
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several high-profile international terrorist attacks.17 The history of the AQAP’s dates to the 1980s
when part-time preachers and Saleh’s government pushed young men to travel to Afghanistan to
fight the Soviet Union. Yemeni veterans of the Afghan war against the Soviet Union played a minor
role in the 1994 Yemeni civil war. Saleh had approved of the support of jihadists to help him defeat
the force of Southern Yemen.
AQAP, as we know it today, starts with a merger between AQ members who had escaped
from Saudi Arabia’s defeat of AQ in Saudi Arabia, and after 23 members of AQ escaped from
prison in Sanaa. In 2009, the US State Department officially designated AQAP as a Foreign
Terrorist Organization. This designation came a week before Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab’s bomb
failed to detonate on Northwest Airlines Flight 253 from Amsterdam to Detroit. Abdulmutallab
dropped out of his graduate program in August of 2009 and met with Anwar Awlaki, a senior
AQAP cleric, to start his training in AQAP. In December of 2009, the group constructed the
explosive device that he would sneak onto Flight 253. The attempted bombing was not the first
time that AQAP had inspired or organized an attack on U.S. soil. In November 2009, Nidal Hasan
killed thirteen people and injured thirty-two people at Fort Hood. In the subsequent investigation,
Hasan’s links to Awlaki were discovered. Awlaki admitted to communicating with Hasan and
praised his actions in later statements he made.18
With the growing instability of Yemen during the Arab Spring from 2011 to 2012, AQAP
increased its effort to attack the U.S. and gain territory in the provinces of Abyan and Shabwa. In
2014, Houthi forces expel the Hadi government from Sanaa which would mark the start of the civil
Katherine Zimmerman, “The Al Qaeda Network: A New Framework For Defining the Enemy” (Washington,DC,
2013), https://www.criticalthreats.org/analysis/the-al-qaeda-network-a-new-framework-for-defining-theenemy.Katherine L Zimmerman, “AQAP’s Role in the Al Qaeda Network” (American Enterprise Institute, 2013),
https://www.criticalthreats.org/wpcontent/uploads/2016/07/pdf_uploadanalysisZimmerman_AQAPs_Role_in_the_al_Qaeda_Network_September_20
13-1.pdf.
18
Gregory D. Johnsen, “The Two Faces of Al-Qaeda in The Arabian Peninsula,” War on the Rocks, 2018.
17
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war. AQAP capitalizes on the deteriorating security situation by taking al-Mukallah, the fifth
largest city in Yemen, and other southern cities in 2015. During this time AQAP also claims credit
for the attack on the Charlie Hebdo headquarters in Paris.
Airstrikes have been a critical part of the U.S.’s kinetic strategy since 2006 and the drone
program has been one of the fastest growing contingents of the United States Air Force.19 The
U.S.’s first airstrike in Yemen occurs in 2002 when the US kills, Abu al-Harithi, one of the
orchestrators of the USS Cole attack in 2000.20 The U.S. used what it dubbed as the “Partner
model” where US air support and intelligence were employed alongside Yemeni military forces. In
the program’s infancy when an airstrike killed Jabir al-Shabwani, the governor of Marib and a
political rival of Saleh, caused some in the Obama administration to reassess the dynamics of the
partnership. The US had few sources of information independent of the Saleh government. This
forced some in the Obama administration to look towards deepening its partnership with other
regional actors.21
As Yemen deteriorated into civil war, the U.S. relied on Saudi Arabia as its counterterrorism partner in Yemen. Saudi Arabia has made inroads into penetrating AQAP which has
given American intelligence a source of HUMINT within the group.22 Since 2003, Saudi Arabia
has been an important CT partner in some respects. The Saudis have provided valuable information
about AQAP plots, they play an important role in the U.S.’s efforts to shut off funding to AQAP,

Oriana Pawlyk, “Drone Milestone: More RPA Jobs than Any Other Pilot Postion,” Military, 2017,
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2017/03/08/drone-milestone-more-rpa-jobs-any-other-pilot-position.html.
20
Leila Hudson and Colin S. David J. Callen Owens, “Drone Warfare in Yemen: Fostering Emirates through
Counterterrorism? | Middle East Policy Council,” Middle East Policy Council, accessed November 14, 2018,
https://www.mepc.org/drone-warfare-yemen-fostering-emirates-through-counterterrorism.
21
Gregory D. Johnsen, The Last Refuge: Yemen, Al-Qaeda, and America’s War in Arabia (New York City, New
York: W. W. Norton, 2013).
22
Yoram Schweitzer, Tal First, and Einav Yogev, “Anti-Terror Alliance: Saudi Arabia, Yemen, and the United
States vs. Al-Qaeda and Its Affliates,” The Institute for National Security Studies, 2012.
19
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and Saudi Arabia home to an important drone base.23Amongst some analysts argue that AQAP is
capable of international terrorist attacks but is focused on its domestic stakes.24 AQAP had always
tried to appeal to the tribes by reinforcing popular rumors or suspicions of the tribes about how
Saleh had co-opted tribal leadership.25 Since the onset of the civil war, there has been a noticeable
turn in the orientation of AQAP propaganda against Houthi forces.26 This is also noticeable in the
group’s demographics with a shift from foreign recruits to Yemeni recruits.27 Some experts argue
that while the size of the group has increased since 2015, U.S. airstrikes have contributed to its
decline in terrorist attacks on foreign targets. There is evidence to suggest that airstrikes have
contributed to eliminating capable leaders, like its founder and leader Nasir al-Wuhayshi, and
refinement of how/when airstrikes are used.28 These improvements may, in part, be the reason for
the decline in AQAP violence despite the growing size of AQAP.
2.2

The US Drone Program
The initial stage of US drone operations starts with finding the target. Finding and

identifying comes from a start point that arises from a variety of intelligence sources.23 When a
target is established the operation enters the “Fix” phase of the operation where the target is

Daniel L. Byman, “The U.S.-Saudi Arabia Counterterrorism Relationship,” Brookings Institution, 2016,
https://www.brookings.edu/testimonies/the-u-s-saudi-arabia-counterterrorism-relationship/.
24
Zimmerman, “AQAP’s Role in the Al Qaeda Network.”
25
Sarah Phillips, “Al-Qaeda and the Struggle for Yemen,” Survival 53, no. 1 (February 1, 2011): 95–120,
https://doi.org/10.1080/00396338.2011.555605.
26
Ahmed Himmiche et al., “Letter Dated 26 January 2018 from the Panel of Experts on Yemen Mandated by
Security Council Resolution 2342 (2017) Addressed to the President of the Security Council (S/2018/68)” (New
York City, New York, 2018), https://doi.org/10.1017/S0020818300001107; Elisabeth Kendall, “Al-Qaeda & Islamic
State in Yemen: A Battle for Local Audiences,” 2014, https://www.academia.edu/15757466/AlQaida_and_Islamic_State_in_Yemen_A_Battle_for_Local_Audiences.
27
Some argue that the increase in recruits is due IDP’s from Houthi controlled territory moving to the southern
Yemen creating a minor influx in recruitment. Ben Watson, “The War in Yemen and the Making of a Chaos State,”
Defense One, n.d., https://www.defenseone.com/feature/yemen-making-chaos-state/.
28
Himmiche et al., “Letter Dated 26 January 2018 from the Panel of Experts on Yemen Mandated by Security
Council Resolution 2342 (2017) Addressed to the President of the Security Council (S/2018/68)”; Watson, “The
War in Yemen and the Making of a Chaos State”; Johnsen, “The Two Faces of Al-Qaeda in The Arabian
Peninsula.”
23
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tracked to a precise location. The US drone program combines a variety of intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance capabilities (henceforth ISR) to track and collect data on a
target. Data collection happens over a sustained period to reach the near certainty standard before
entering the “Finish” phase of the operation. The “Finish” phase of the cycle is where the target is
captured or killed. The amount of data that has been gathered also allows analysts to analyze
existing data or process new data to restart the targeting process. The ability to quickly exploit
existing data prevents the IC from having to completely restart intelligence gathering.29
Drones serve a multipurpose role for the US counter-terrorism mission: they play a crucial
in collecting SIGINT, IMINT, and as a weapons delivery platform.30 SIGINT has played a critical
part of the targeting program for several years. By JSOC estimates most operations rely on SIGINT
to complete the “Fix” phase of the targeting process.31 Information gathered via airborne ISR are
a crucial part of the US’s ongoing operations for many reasons: 1) Airborne ISR expands the US’s
intelligence into remote areas or areas where human informants do not feel safe passing
information and 2) airborne ISR can corroborate tips that are provided by human
intelligence.32 Drones can hover over targets for longer and at a much lower cost than a
manned aircraft with a similar sensor array and weapons payload making them an ideal tool for
CT operations.33 When drones are used for ISR operations they can act based on information
collected in real time if they are armed.28 Mir argues that quality information is necessary, but not

Michael Flynn, Rich Juergens, and Thomas L. Cantrell, “Employing ISR SOF Best Practices,” National Defense
University Press, 2008, http://www.dtic.mil/docs/citations/ADA516799.
30
Mir and Moore, “Drones , Surveillance , and Violence : Theory and Evidence from a US Drone Program.”
31
The Intercept, “Small Footprint Operations 2/13,” The Intercept, 2015,
https://theintercept.com/document/2015/10/15/small-footprint-operations-2-13/#page-4.
32
Erik Lin-Greenberg, “Airpower in Peace Operations Re-Examined,” International Peacekeeping 18, no. 4
(August 1, 2011): 439–53, https://doi.org/10.1080/13533312.2011.588390.
33
William M. Arkin, Unmanned: Drones, Data, and The Illusion of Perfect Warfare (New York City, New York:
Little, Brown and Company, 2015).
29
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sufficient for explaining the effectiveness of counter-terrorism.34 The amount and the variety of
information that the US has on a population under surveillance help planners distinguish who is a
member of AQAP and who is a civilian.35
Mir argues that speed of exploiting that information determines the effectiveness of a
counter-insurgent action. Effectiveness in this framework has both an immediate and long-term
that reduces counter-insurgent activity. The immediate effect of airstrikes is that insurgents lose
resources or lose members of the group. Airstrikes have a long-term effect based on the
organizations perceived or actual loss of anonymity. Insurgent groups adjust their areas of
operation limiting their reach. The loss of anonymity also forces members of the group to lose trust
in other members of the group. When insurgents lose their anonymity, it also affects their ties with
populations living in areas they control and how they interact with other insurgent groups.36
3

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, I will discuss the relevant literature and their implications for this
study. Subnational studies have shown local conditions affect the state’s and insurgent’s decision
to use violence. I will start by discussing the identification problem and how it constrains U.S.
choices. I then discuss how overcoming the identification effects the behavior of insurgents and
civilians. I will then discuss the theoretical implications of targeting civilians. I will then lay
out my thesis and testable hypothesis.
3.1

The Identification Problem
In this section, I will discuss the role of violence in civil war and how it affects insurgent

group behavior. The inability to separate who is a friend or a foe amongst the population is

Mir, “What Explains Counterterrorism Effectiveness? Evidence from the U.S. Drone War in Pakistan.”
Ibid
36
Ibid
34
35
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a common feature in many civil wars. Accounts from civil wars in different countries and at
different times relay accounts of foot soldiers who were afraid of not being able to identify the
enemy amongst the population. Mao Tse Tung likened civilian populations to an ocean that
insurgents hide in.37
The inability to distinguish between a combatant and a non-combatant and has
become known as the identification problem. Counter-insurgents want to overcome the
identification problem for several reasons.38 Hiding amongst the population helps insurgent
groups reduce both the numerical and technological advantage of the counter-insurgent
forces. The ability to evade capture and avoid open field battles increases the likelihood that
insurgents will win.31 Overcoming the identification problem imposes an additional cost on
counter-insurgents that stretch a finite amount of resources.
The U.S. has also drawn on its experience in prior conflicts that have informed its view of
the benefits of overcoming the identification problem over its costs. Overcoming the identification
problem is seen as normatively important to the D.O.D, but it is also important for effective COIN.
U.S. officials argue that minimizing civilian casualties reduces grievances against US forces
making it difficult for insurgents to recruit.39 The US, until recent Trump administration changes,
required a “near certainty” principle for approval. The “the near certainty” principle required that
an individual killed in the airstrike was the intended target, and “near certainty” that no noncombatants would be injured or killed in the airstrike. These regulations fall in line with the rules
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of engagement that D.O.D set out for the use of force. 40 The rules of engagement dictate how
military force is used and written to comply with best practices and the law of armed
conflict.41 These constraints limit the type of strategic violence that the U.S. can use against
insurgent groups and produce requirements to overcome the identification problem.42 As the
previous section outlined, the U.S. has invested a lot of resources into developing resources that
circumvent the need for human sources. US intelligence can rely on the spread of smartphones,
high-resolution images, and allied intelligence to overcome gaps from a lack of sustained presence
on the ground. The surveillance capability that the U.S. relies on is also supported by an extensive
infrastructure to analyze this data. This allows for the U.S. to determine with a higher level of
certainty that who they are targeting is a member of AQAP and not a civilian.
3.2

Strategic Violence
In this section, I outline how overcoming the identification problem effects the strategies

of both militants and civilians. The ability to overcome the identification problem dictates the type
of violence counter-terror forces use. The literature distinguishes violence by who the violence
targets and the specificity of the information that is used to identify the target. 43 When a counter-
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insurgent targets an individual within the community with violence, it is based on something that
the individual has done or is in the process of doing to support an insurgent group. Counterinsurgents target this individual based off a piece of information that implicates that individual for
supporting insurgent groups.44 Punishing a non-combatant for a behavior enforces what actions
are taboo or illegal. There is a clear expectation that if the community follows a set of rules or does
not join a certain group then the community will not be punished.45
Actors gain reputations for the kinds of violence they employ which dictates how the
community acts. Indiscriminately targeting a community incurs damage to an actor’s reputationmaking punishment by the community more likely.46 Shah suggests that this dynamic is present in
the Federally Administered Tribal Areas of Pakistan (henceforth FATA). The community felt a
sense of alienation by the Pakistani government and the Taliban because Pakistani counterinsurgency operations punished them for perceived affiliation and the Taliban imposed mandatory
taxes. Whereas members of the community felt that the Americans had targeted individuals for
their affiliation with AQ or the Taliban.47 Evidence from Vietnam suggests that the Vietcong would
intentionally provoke attacks by American GIs against villages to force the community to support.
The type of violence the community is subjected to dictates the actions available to the community
to ensure their own security and the available sanctions to apply. 48 In the case of Yemen, there is
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no official US troop presence. This limits the ability of civilians to directly sanction US forces for
airstrikes that kill members of the community.49 This may force the community to sanction an actor
they have at best ambivalent feelings towards.50
The type of violence that is used against insurgents also changes the environment they
operate in and the decisions available to them.51 If counter-insurgents can leverage information to
target insurgents hiding amongst the population it is likely to increase the counter-insurgents
likelihood of winning the war. Insurgent groups are forced to adapt their security practices to try
to counteract this and to regain an advantage in the conflict.39 While the group's communications
and operations may become more opaque, the additional layers of security might reduce the
efficiency of the group’s day-to-day operations. The length of time it takes for leaders and
subordinates to communicate with each other is crucial. In hierarchical institutions like a militant
group, there are often multiple layers of approval that are required to conduct and plan
operations. Decisions by the group to decrease the efficiency of the decision-making process
reduces the number of operations a group is likely to conduct.52
H1: All else equal, U.S. airstrikes decrease AQAP-initiated attacks
H2: All else equal, U.S. airstrikes that kill AQAP leaders decrease AQAP initiated
attacks.
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Using more accurate information also gives counter-insurgent forces the ability to target
the group’s operations and supply lines. Overcoming the identification allows the US to degrade
the group by inflicting losses to AQAP’s resource endowment and labor force. Being able to target
leadership figures also deprives the group of capable leaders. Leadership deaths have been shown
to affect the long-term survival of terrorist groups. The death of important leaders also changes
how the group communicates with each other. To account for the possibility that leadership deaths
are more important than the death of a soldier, therefore driving the results, I test the effects of
leadership deaths independently.53
Airstrikes limit the amount of area that insurgents can openly control and operate.
Targeting the group’s operations have been shown to change how armed actors use violence.54
Insurgent groups rely on a mixture of local support, captured resources, and in some cases
external support. The inability to move weapons and food would reduce the number of insurgentinitiated attacks. While gaining these resources are important for insurgents transporting them
from one place to the other is as important of a task. Insurgent supply lines are not divorced from
the existing infrastructure of the country in which they operate. Primary source documents from
AQ in Africa reveal frustrations from senior leadership over the inability to move resources due to
issues with the existing infrastructure and due to security concerns. Subnational research using
spatial statistics has found that these realities hold in other conflicts.55 Moving supplies also give
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US planners a useful tool for minimizing civilian casualties. US planners have used the
transportation of resources or personnel as an opportunity to eliminate targets with a lower risk of
civilian casualties. Targeting the movement of goods and personnel weakens AQAP by depleting it
of resources and human capital. The changing resource endowment of AQAP may force them to
change how often they train, attack, or resupply. These adaptations are going to decrease attacks
AQAP can conduct. AQAP could increase their attacks after the loss of leaders or militants. AQAP
may want to satisfy a desire to get revenge or to send a credible signal that the group is still viable.56
However, I argue that this is unlikely because the losses to AQAP’s labor force and resource
endowment is too great making subsequent attacks unlikely.
3.3

The Effects of Civilian Casualties in Civil Conflict
In this section, I discuss how civilian reaction to violence affects the behavior of armed

actors in civil wars. The reaction of civilians to violence affects the behaviors of both incumbents
and insurgent actors. There are two different viewpoints about how violence against civilians
shapes the behavior of both insurgents and incumbents. Both views in the literature are grounded
in the collective action problem and how private costs affect the community’s decision to punish
or reward incumbents and insurgents.
One school argues that violence against civilians induces more violence against the side
that killed civilians. The violence inducing school argues that violence used against noncombatants should lead to retaliation because civilians are either willing to provide information or
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withhold information about the actions of the other side. The violence inducing school’s
conception of the collective action problem argues that the cost of nonalignment should force noncombatants to pick a side. The logic is that civilians realize the cost of not being protected by either
side in contested areas risks their lives. However, their preferences may be informed by pre-war
political behavior and punishment in the war may be because of these pre-war political
alignments.57 In the violence-inducing school civilians withhold information or provide
information to sanction the actor responsible for killing members of the community. For example,
if incumbent forces kill civilians the violence-inducing school argues that civilians withhold
information from the incumbents. The lack of information makes it easier for insurgents to plan
and execute attacks.
Defection in civil wars are often modeled as fluid and switching sides does not have any
consequences for the defector. These processes may be to some degree dynamic, but Schutte
argues that civilians wait to provide information to ensure the personal safety of themselves, their
family, etc.58 Defection is costly for individuals switching to the incumbent side. In most
cases, individuals are unsure if whether they will be prosecuted for participating in the insurgency.
In some cases, defection to one side is permanent. In Somalia, defectors are required to identify
members of al-Shabaab, in front of the community, without any attempt to conceal the identity of
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the defector. Al-Shabaab has also adopted a zero-tolerance policy for defectors, and the group
executes those individuals that defect.59
The suppressive violence school argues, that under certain conditions when violence
against the community reaches a certain level, the community will opt to fence sit rather than
taking a side. The suppressive violence school argues that killing civilians can restore the private
cost of supporting a rebellion. Violence reintroduces the risks of participation making a classic
collective action problem. Scholars from this school also argue that killing civilians can drive a
wedge between the population and the group, or violence disrupts supply lines forcing inefficient
adaptations reducing violence.60 Zhukov argues that civilians are likely to bandwagon against a
more selective opponent if one side is willing and able to punish the collective to render activities
that balance against the indiscriminate side as costlier than compliance with the indiscriminate
side. In Zhukov’s model, the incumbents or insurgents can substitute information with violence to
achieve their goals. In this case, if the incumbents lack a relationship with the community they can
increase the amount of violence on the town controlled by the insurgents to a level where it is too
costly for the town to support the insurgents.61
Let me clarify that the authors that make these arguments and myself do not condone the
deliberate targeting of civilians in wartime. However, understanding that in some instances the
death of civilians can also reduce violence is essential. Advocates and policymakers have argued
for decades that the policies that kill civilians are inefficient. However, policies ranging from the
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deliberate bombing of cities, forced displacement, concentration camps, or extensive
indiscriminate airstrikes remain a commonplace contemporarily and historically.
Civilian reaction to violence is critical because it drives the type of cooperation or
resistance they choose to employ. Classic and contemporary works emphasize the importance of
winning the “hearts and minds” of civilians and their impact on the success of an insurgency or
counterinsurgency. In cases where violence is not contingent on civilian information the cost of
either moving to a different location or taking a side in the conflict may be too high for the
community. Civilians preference may be to remain neutral, if possible, ensuring that no side gains
benefits from their cooperation in hopes that the violence will stop or not affect their
community.62 If violence is targeted at a community because of ethnic and religious identification,
tribal affiliations, or political preferences then sustained violence against this community may
force the population to move. The migration of a friendly population deprives an insurgency of its
base of support.63 Where counter-insurgent forces completely rely on civilian information to
identify insurgents withholding information has major implications for counterinsurgent
forces.64 If civilians can punish or reward one side with their sanctions, it is essential to consider
that civilians killed by counter-insurgent actions explain why insurgent-initiated attacks increase.
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H3: All else equal, US airstrikes that kill civilians have no effect on AQAP-initiated
attack
I do not expect civilian casualties will increase AQAP-initiated attacks. The community
cares about maximizing their security and adopt policies to sanction the relevant actor. 65 Because
the airstrikes punish individuals for their membership in/support of AQAP the community
understands what behavior or which individuals will attract airstrikes. The community can then
take steps to punish other members of the community who risk the safety of the community and
know what behavior will be punished by US airstrikes.66 There is anecdotal evidence to suggest
that tribes have threatened to withdraw tribal protection from individuals and entire clans who
have affiliated themselves with AQAP. Tribes have even formed multi-lateral agreements to
sanction AQAP.67 Tribes can do this because in many cases they are not reliant on AQAP for
protection and have a relative power advantage against AQAP giving them the ability to resist
coercive violence from AQAP.68 As discussed in this section it may be possible that civilian
casualties increase AQAP attacks. It is possible that civilians could increase their support for
AQAP by joining their group or providing more resources or to punish civilian populations under
their control.69
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4

EMPIRICAL STRATEGY

In this section, I will outline my empirical strategy to test my hypothesis. First, I will
identify the scope of this study. Then I will describe my estimation strategies and variables of
interest, I will present the result of my estimations. I will then conclude the section by discussing
the results of my models.
4.1

Scope Conditions
In this section, I will lay out the scope of this study. I limit the scope of this study to

insurgent-initiated attacks in Yemen. While macrolevel processes can drive events at the local level
testing these hypotheses at a subnational level is the most appropriate empirical strategy. Previous
studies have found that studying violence at the national level miss local variation. Substantial
evidence from other conflicts shows that local conflicts often drive violence in civil war and make
testing my hypothesis at the subnational level the most appropriate approach. 70 While the
international attacks have garnered AQAP a significant amount of media and policy attention the
group’s focus has shifted towards domestic operations. I argue that understanding how US
airstrikes effect AQAP behavior at the subnational level is far more relevant at present than how
airstrikes affect its international behavior.71 I limit the scope of the study to areas with an AQAP
presence. I omitted areas with no AQAP attacks in the study timeframe. These areas were
concentrated mainly in the Houthi controlled areas in the North of Yemen.
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4.2

Data and Methods
The data comes from the Armed Conflict Event Dataset (ACLED). The dataset runs from

2016-2019 and assumes a panel structure. ACLED data includes event-level data on a variety of
events including direct attacks on civilians, airstrikes, and this is done by an actor rather than by
dyad. Events are georeferenced and collected daily to enable analysis at a subnational level. The
data is collected and coded from secondary sources that include local and regional press stories,
and the New America Foundations drone strike database.72ACLED also provides relevant notes
on each event allowing me to construct my variables of interest. I aggregated this data to the
district-month for this study. US Central Command and JSOC often fail to report the location of
an airstrike to the town level. Often the smallest spatial unit that the U.S. government and news
sources report on is the district where the airstrike occurred.73
The dependent variable is a count variable that measures casualties, injuries, and property
destruction from an AQAP initiated attack.74 My dependent variable was constructed by looking
at the source notes for each incident for indications of injuries or property damage. Casualty figures
were provided by the ACLED dataset. An attack is consider initiated if the source notes indicated
that AQAP attacked a target first. Incidents, where security forces, tribes, or Houthi forces were
killed after attacking AQAP first, were not considered AQAP initiated attacks and were coded as
zero. By including injuries and property damage I can account for the full range of AQAP activity.
By only including activity that results in a casualty I would ignore a large amount of AQAP
behavior.
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Because my dependent variable is a count of casualties, I will estimate a negative binomial
regression. The negative binomial regression allows me to estimate a model where the conditional
variance is greater than the conditional mean. With an overdispersion of the conditional variance,
it could lead to inefficiency and bias my standard error downwards resulting in larger z-scores.75
Where this dependent variable may suffer is that it treats all insurgent operations the same.
Operations that utilize multiple tactics in unison to achieve a victory is treated the same as an
operation with less sophistication. To control for district heterogeneity, I employed district effects
to adjust for time-invariant factors like terrain, oil fields, arable land, and elevation.76
I first estimate a model that looks at the effects of US airstrikes. The variable airstrike was
measured by looking at the number of casualties in each US airstrike. Airstrike is defined as a US
airstrike that targets AQAP from a UAV or piloted aircraft with a non-recoverable projectile. The
variable was coded by looking at source notes in ACLED. With this variable, I am looking at the
effects of US airstrikes regardless of combatant or non-combatant status. I then disaggregated my
airstrike into three mutually exclusive variables to test the effects of militant casualties, leadership
casualties, and non-combatant casualties separately. The variable militant is measured as a count
of non-leadership militant casualties. The variable was coded by examining source notes in
ACLED. Incidents, where there is no explicit mention of an individual’s leadership role within the
group, were considered militant casualties.77 It is possible that leadership death has an outsized
effect on the group’s operations possible driving the results of my models.78 I operationalize a
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variable called HVT that is measured as a count of AQAP leaders that were killed in a U.S. airstrike.
I coded this variable by looking at the source notes from ACLED. If an individual was identified
as a leader within AQAP, they were coded as an HVT. To test the effects of civilian casualties I
operationalize a variable called civilians, which is measured as a count of the number of civilians
killed or injured in a US airstrike The variable was coded by looking at the source notes in ACLED
and checking them against other sources. If there was explicit mention that an airstrike resulted in
the death of civilians the variable is coded accordingly i.e. 2 children were killed by a U.S. airstrike.
Cases where it the affiliation of the person was unknown were not included in this coding. 79 To
adjust for the possibility that an AQAP attack in February is correlated with an airstrike in January
I lagged the airstrike variable, the militant casualty variable, the HVT casualty variable, and the
civilian casualty variable by one month.
4.3

Results
Table 4.1: Descriptive Statistics

79

Variable
Name

Observations

Mean

Minimum

Maximum

Airstrike

13,852

0.09

0

56

Militant

13,852

0.08

0

56

Civilian

13,852

0.01

0

25

HVT

13,852

0.005

0

2

To ensure I had a representative sample of the airstrikes that are known to have killed civilians I cross referenced
each airstrike against New America Foundation Data for the relevant years. For the remainder of 2017-2019 I used
the Bureau of Investigative Journalism’s data. Serle and Purkiss, “Drone Wars: The Full Data.”
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Table 4.2: Effects of US airstrikes on AQAP initiated attacks
Variables
Airstrike

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

*

-0.25
(0.05)
-0.51*
(0.11)

Militant

-0.50*
(0.11)
-0.15
(0.12)

Civilian
HVT

-0.12
(0.12)
-0.71
(0.41)

-0.43
(0.42)

District Fixed Effects

X

X

X

X

X

N

13,852

13,852

13,852

13,852

13,852

Note: X denotes district fixed effects were included in the model *p<.05. The standard errors are in parenthesis.

The results of the negative binomial regression are presented in Table 2. As I argued
airstrikes decrease the predicted count of AQAP initiated attacks. Model one presents the results
of the effect of airstrikes in general. Airstrikes are effective at reducing AQAP attacks as previously
theorized. In the models where I disaggregated the airstrike variable are presented in models 2-4.
We find a statistically significant relationship of airstrikes that kill militants in the negative
direction across each of the general models. The marginal effects of killing a militant in AQAP is
presented in figure 1. In the second model, the average effect of an airstrike that kills a militant is
a reduction of in the predicted count of attacks to less than one. The loss of 5 AQAP militants in a
US airstrike leads to a sizeable reduction in AQAP attacks. Instances, where 20 or more militants
were killed by US airstrikes, leads to a predicted count AQAP activity to 0. Airstrikes that have
this high of a casualty count are relatively rare in the data. Often losses on this scale are indicative
of an airstrike targeting an AQAP training camp. This falls in line with theoretical expectations of
the effect of resources. Loss of a substantial portion of an incoming group of recruits and existing
members will directly affect AQAP’s willingness to operate in the open and has major implications
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for their labor force. The age and size of AQAP suggest that its operations would be more resilient
to airstrikes. This suggests that the effects that airstrike have on the organization are much higher
than previously anticipated.80
Figure 4.1: Predicted Number of AQAP attacks after a U.S. airstrike kills a militant

Note: Marginal effects obtained by holding all other covariates at their means. Figure obtained using a pooled
model

Interestingly the civilian casualty variable produces statistically insignificant results. This
suggests that while normatively objectionable there is little evidence to suggest that the US is
punished by the community for killing civilians. I argued that because airstrikes punish members
of the community for their affiliation with AQAP. It appears that there is some evidence to support
this claim. In models 2 and 4 civilian casualties have no effect on the AQAP initiated attacks while
airstrikes that kill militants reduce the predicted count of AQAP initiated attacks. The substantive
results of airstrikes in model 3 suggest that airstrikes reduce AQAP initiated attacks despite civilian
casualties. The effect of killing leadership figures in model 4 is not statistically significant at

80

Jordan, “Attacking the Leader, Missing the Mark: Why Terrorist Groups Survive Decapitation Strikes.”
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conventional levels of reporting and when all 3 variables are included in the same model only the
militant casualty variable remains statistically significant. These results suggest that the effects of
reducing AQAP’s labor force are much more important than airstrikes that kill leaders. While
politically popular leadership casualties may only give politicians an easy political win rather than
having any substantive effect on AQAP attacks.81
Results of my estimations remain consistent when models were estimated with pooled
models using clustered standard errors to account for district-level heteroskedasticity. As an
additional robustness check of my results using ACLED data, I estimate a series of negative
binomial regressions that include a variable that is a count of raids that kill or capture members of
AQAP. Raids could be a better explanation for why we see a reduction in AQAP initiated attacks.
Raids not only kill insurgents, but they can produce useful information by detainees or through
primary source documents. Cronin notes that one of the major windfalls of the raid that captured
Abimael Guzmán was the member roster Guzmán kept in his safehouse. The member roster aided
in the Peruvian government's efforts to capture members of the Sendero Luminoso (Shining Path).
The information that raids collect could feed into the next raid or airstrike.82 Raids were not found
to be statistically significant in each of the models that I estimated, suggesting that raids do not
have an effect on AQAP attacks.83
The results of my estimations suggest that U.S. airstrikes explain the reduction in AQAP
attacks in Yemen. In most of the models that I estimate airstrikes that result in the death of a

Asaf Zussman and Noam Zussman, “Assassinations : Evaluating the Effectiveness of an Israeli,” Journal of
Economic Perspectives 20, no. 2 (2006): 193–206,
http://isites.harvard.edu/fs/docs/icb.topic700750.files/Zussman_Assassinations_JEP_20_2_2006.pdf; Jordan, “When
Heads Roll: Assessing the Effectiveness of Leadership Decapitation.”
82
Audrey Kurth Cronin, How Terrorism Ends: Understanding the Decline and Demise of Terrorist Campaigns
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2011).
83
Results of this estimation will be provided upon request. Conquests, such as the take over of Mukalla, were coded
as raids. This variable was operationalized by counting the number of militants killed or captured in the raid.
81
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member of AQAP results in a reduction of AQAP initiated attacks. These results suggest a
confirmation of the theoretical framework I laid out. There is both substantive and statistical
significance to suggest that U.S. airstrikes are effective at reducing AQAP initiated attacks. There
may be concerns that these are targets of opportunity that are determined by prior knowledge of
where AQAP operates. While best practices are not followed to the letter by U.S. combat and
command this possibility seems unlikely. There are a much larger set of incentives to gather more
information on the population in question then there is to hit targets of opportunity. In most
instances, if there is sole reliance on airborne ISR it could take multiple days to gather the
necessary information. Best practices dictate that three independent flights over a target or an area
of surveillance are the best course of action. JSOC argues that this is not only to fix the location of
the target and the target’s identity but to establish patterns of interaction. This builds a much bigger
deck of baseball cards to continue these operations.84
It is possible that as U.S. airstrikes continue to target leadership in AQAP the group
becomes less discriminate in their own behavior. Leaders play an important role in the decisions
group make and the policies they pursue.85 This loss of discrimination may make civilians
intolerant to AQAP behavior. However, while I do not model the target selection of AQAP it does
suggest that if I am correct civilians punish the indiscriminate actor through either information
sharing or barring AQAP members from their communities. These results are at least preliminary
and the nature of the civilian agency in Yemen and how social cohesion within AQAP is affected
by U.S. airstrikes should continue to be explored. I argued that the individualized nature of the
violence not only degrades the group but sets expectations and allows the community to employ

Flynn, Juergens, and Cantrell, “Employing ISR SOF Best Practices.”
Kathleen Gallagher Cunningham and Katherine Sawyer, “Conflict Negotiations and Rebel Leader Selection,”
Journal of Peace Research, April 15, 2019, 0022343319829689, https://doi.org/10.1177/0022343319829689.
84
85
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sanctions. Yemen is different from Pakistan, Iraq, and Afghanistan because there is not a major
U.S. troop presence. Airstrikes, where there is a feasible way for civilians to sanction the actor that
conducted them, may produce different results.86 The impact of civilian casualties leads to a
significant decrease in the number of tips U.S. forces received from the civilian population in Iraq
and Afghanistan.87 The results of this study suggest that there is evidence to support the violence
suppressive school. In Yemen, the only actor the community can sanction for civilian casualties is
AQAP. This results in the community adopting policy preferences and strategies that maximizes
their personal security. In most areas, the cost of not having tribal protections is costlier than the
benefits of AQAP affiliation. These communities can afford to stay neutral and can punish those
who endanger the physical security of the group.88
Subsequent research should use qualitative interviews or experiments to understand how
US airstrikes effect perceptions of both militants and the communities affected by US airstrikes.89
It is also possible that airstrikes change how recruits see the utility of joining an insurgent
organization or how the organization recruits. Influxes of new recruits may seem like too big of a
risk considering continued airstrikes. Costly signals of recruits’ commitment or qualifications may

Jason Lyall, “Bombing to Lose? Airpower, Civilian Casualties, and the Dynamics of Violence in
Counterinsurgency Wars,” Unpublished, 2015, https://doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2422170.
87
Luke N Condra et al., “The Effect of Civilian Casualties in Afghanistan and Iraq” (Cambridge MA, 2010);
Schutte, “Violence and Civilian Loyalties : Evidence from Afghanistan.”
88
Nadwa Al-dawsari, “Tribal Governance and Stability in Yemen,” 2012,
https://carnegieendowment.org/2012/04/24/tribal-governance-and-stability-in-yemen-pub-47838; Al-dawsari, “Foe
Not Friend: Yemeni Tribes and Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Penninsula”; Arjona, “Subnational Units, the Locus of
Choice and Theory Building: The Case of Civilian Agency in Civil War”; Ana Arjona, “Institutions, Civilian
Resistance, and Wartime Social Order: A Process-Driven Natural Experiment in the Colombian Civil War,” Latin
American Politics and Society 58, no. 3 (2016): 99–122, https://doi.org/DOI: 10.1111/j.1548-2456.2016.00320.x.
89
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Experiment in Afghanistan,” American Political Science Review 107, no. 4 (2013): 679–705,
https://doi.org/10.1017/S0003055413000403.
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be shifted by the changing context of the conflict.90 However, how counterinsurgent actions impact
the supply side of the labor market for insurgent groups is outside the focus of this study.
5

CONCLUSION

AQAP attacks have been in decline for several years. I argued that the decline in attacks
should be explained by U.S. airstrikes. Based on the result of my models US airstrikes explain the
reduction in the number of AQAP attacks. I want to express caution about the findings of this
study. I do not model the effect of the broader conflict. My models only capture the interaction
between the U.S. and AQAP and largely ignores other actors in the conflict. I do not consider that
multiple actors could have an effect on reducing violence. Yemen is one of the most complex
ongoing conflicts with multiple militias, tribes, and international actors interacting in both violent
and non-violent interactions. Subsequent studies could make use of network statistics to
understand how multi-party conflicts impact individual actors and embrace the complexity of the
conflict. This study suggests that considering the effects of multiple actors have on conflict is
important, and not equally weighted.91 Airstrikes may be more likely to change the type of attack
that AQAP is willing to conduct. Future research should look at whether airstrikes make groups
willing to target non-combatants or insurgents.92
Notably this study also only considers the effects of airstrikes on civilian agency. It is just
as likely that AQAP attacks make civilians willing to inform counter-insurgent forces.
Victimization based on reputation, severity, or risk that the community sees more violence could
make non-combatants more likely to provide information to counter-insurgent forces. More
Thomas Hegghammer, “The Recruiter’s Dilemma: Signalling and Rebel Recruitment Tactics,” Journal of Peace
Research 50, no. 1 (January 1, 2013): 3–16, https://doi.org/10.1177/0022343312452287.
91
Cassy Dorff, Max Gallop, and Shahryar Minhas, “Networks of Violence: Predicting Conflict in Nigeria,” Journal
of Politics, no. Forthcoming (2018), https://github.com/s7minhas/conflictEvolution.
92
Max Abrahms and Philip B K Potter, “Explaining Terrorism: Leadership Deficits and Militant Group Tactics,”
International Organization 69, no. 2 (2015): 311–42, https://doi.org/DOI: 10.1017/S0020818314000411.
90
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insurgent attacks in a district which could incentivize the U.S. to conduct more airstrikes.
Leveraging parallel trends or instrumental variables to address concerns of endogeneity will give
us a better insight into the effects of COIN campaigns.
Studies that rely on casualty figures suffer from some well-known issues. One of the
primary issues of using the number of casualties in an airstrike is there is very little transparency
by the US government about how many civilians are killed. There is a variety of reasons why this
figure remains unknown to the public, and the best efforts to date have been inconclusive. The
U.S. government’s coding criteria for a militant is based on age, gender, and proximity to a
targeted individual if their affiliation is unknown. The U.S. government has publicly released data
on civilian casualties, but the consensus from the NGO and scholarly community is that the figures
undercount the number of civilians that are killed. Even more troubling is the recent decision by
the Trump administration to stop releasing data on civilian casualties. Former American officials
have accused foreign governments of inflating the number of civilian casualties, and local
journalists have noted that insurgent groups will restrict access to sites in the immediate
aftermath.93
Additionally, this study largely ignores the role of tribal institutions and their role in Yemeni
and the role of tactics by actors on the ground. The structure of the community determines the cost
of gaining access to the community. Evidence from Honduras and Columbia suggests that some
communities are more susceptible to criminal and rebel violence than others.94 Tribes play a pivotal
role in Yemeni society.95 Some evidence suggests that tribes and AQAP have a complex
Byman, “Why Drones Work: The Case for Washington’s Weapon of Choice.”
Louis Alexandre Berg and Marlon Carranza, “Organized Criminal Violence and Territorial Control: Evidence
from Northern Honduras,” Journal of Peace Research 55, no. 5 (2018): 566–81,
https://doi.org/10.1177/0022343317752796; Ana Arjona, Rebelocracy: Social Order in the Colombian Civil War
(Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2016).
95
Daniel Corstange, “Tribes and the Rule of Law in Yemen,” Annual Conference of the Middle East Studies
Association 91, no. 3 (2008): 481–510.
93
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relationship with each other. After the al-Mukalla raid, tribal leadership threatened to withdraw
tribal protections from clans or individuals who were caught aiding AQAP. There are also instances
where tribes have leveraged AQAP’s abilities to conduct suicide terrorism missions and construct
complex IEDs.96 This suggests that in some instances tribes are willing to balance against more
powerful actors in the conflict by allying themselves with groups like AQAP. Understanding the
complex natures of alliances in civil wars is important to understand why some communities make
the decision to resist or cooperate with armed actors.97
Tribes also played a pivotal role in mediating between actors. There are several instances
where mediated settlements lead to a withdrawal of AQAP.98 Subsequent research should
investigate how interpersonal ties within the community effects insurgent and counter-insurgents’
decision to use violence. It is important for the academic and policy community to consider that
the decline in insurgent-initiated attacks could be tied to how communities decide to cooperate or
resist armed actors.99 Understanding why communities decide to participate in conflict remains
elusive. Moving toward a complete understanding of why communities decide to participate in
conflict will give us a better understanding of not only how to prevent violence, but how postconflict resolution agreements should look like.
One broader implication of this study is how we think about how technology changes the way
we conduct warfare. Airstrikes are less likely to get national attention than the loss of an American
soldier. Technology changes the way civilians can share information, how people perceive the
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collective action problem, and the way armed actors can overcome the identification problem.
Focusing solely on civilian information is problematic because we miss a multibillion-dollar
infrastructure that can be just as effective at overcoming the identification problem. This study
suggests that U.S. airstrikes are effective at reducing the AQAP attacks. This study is amongst a
growing body of literature that suggests this tactic has both short- and long-term effects on
insurgent violence. These results suggest that the effects of airstrikes are not just limited to Pakistan
and that U.S. airstrikes are effective at reducing insurgent-initiated attacks in different contexts.
While there are numerous legal and ethical issues that have been raised about the use of airstrikes.
If airstrikes continue to be successful at reducing terrorist attacks, it is unlikely that the U.S. or any
other state will discontinue this policy.
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